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This is a diverse group
• Physics

• Mathematics

• Computer Science

• Economics

• Psychology

• Anthropology
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This is very good
You bring diverse perspectives
to important problems 

But also bad
The electricity sector is 
full of jargon designed to keep
creative ideas out

Rule #1 for the Two Hours
If you don’t understand what
I am talking about: 
Stop Me and Ask



Cool People

Here is a non-exhaustive list of folks that do cool stuff in this 
area, besides me:

• Sanya Carley (Indiana University),
• Eduardo Cotilla Sanchez (Oregon State), 
• Raissa D’Sousa (UC Davis), 
• Ian Dobson (Iowa State), 
• Leonardo Duenas Osorio (Rice University), 
• Ken Gillingham (Yale), 
• Paul Hines (University of Vermont), 
• Elizabeth Wilson (Dartmouth College)



Power Grid Topics
• Smart grids, dynamics 

and distributed control

• Electricity markets

• Interdependent 
infrastructure and cross-
platform disturbance 
propagation

• Behavioral aspects of 
electricity consumption

• Propagation of solar 
power adoption

• State policy learning and 
adaptation
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The Trouble with Blackouts
Understanding how cascading 
failures in power grids 
propagate

The Social Side of Electrons
How do we make rules about 
power grid sustainability? 
Markets? Resiliency?



The Power Grid and Complexity Science, 
Part 1: Blackouts and Propagation 
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A Motivating Question
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One of the worst power grid 
failures in the Western US 
started right here. Based on 
what you have learned about 
networks, how would you 
think about modeling its 
propagation through the 
system?



Connect the Dots?
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Some goals for this hour
• Describe what “The Grid” is, and why it’s an 

interesting example of a complex system

• Describe a vexing problem where existing theory 
has not been helpful

• Convince you that the way to get around this vexing 
problem is to start over completely

• Not put you to sleep (especially right before lunch, 
and after three weeks of CSSS)
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The Grid!







Source: NPR
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North American Regional Transmission Organizations 
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Things started decentralized: 
Pearl-street station (1882)
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And then we learned how to 
move power over distances



Niagara	Falls

Buffalo

Pittsburgh

Albany

New	York

Philadelphia

Hines,	25	Jan	2013



Things we know about power grids
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That they 
mostly work 
(note the simple 

interface)
The physics of 

transmission

The physics
of generation



Things we don’t know
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Key principle #1
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1

What goes in, 
must come out

(there is no 
storage in the 

wires 
themselves)



Key principle #2
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If what goes out is not
equal to what goes in

generators speed up/down

Pin

Pout



Key principle #3
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“Structure,” “distance,” 
“centrality” in the power 

grid are all high-
dimensional concepts.



So what do we have?

• A network of billion-dollar coupled 
pendula,

• which have a tendency to produce 
long chains of cascading failures 
every so often,

• to which we are adding millions of 
new stochastic sources (not to 
mention stochastic bad guys),

• over which no one is in charge.
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US	Northeast	and	Canada
August	14,	2003
50	million	people

Hines,	25	Jan	2013



California,	Arizona,	Mexico
September	8,	2011

5	million	people

Hines,	25	Jan	2013



Photo:	Bikas	Das/AP	Photo
IEEE	Spectrum,	Oct.	2012Hines,	25	Jan	2013
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Bangledesh. 1 November 2014



29washingtonpost.com

Washington DC, April 7, 2015 (not too many 
people, but party in the streets!)



Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, 16 June 
2019: 55 Million People



What We Understand: Blackout Frequency
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The distribution of 
blackout sizes in large 
power grids has 
(repeatedly) been 
shown to have a power 
law tail.

Carreras, et al (2004)



What We Understand: Blackout Frequency
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Despite many billions of dollars in “hardening” 
and additional transmission investment, the 
frequency of large blackouts is not decreasing.

Hines, et al. (2008)



What We (Kind of) Understand: 
Oscillations and Instability
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Time series signatures 
in the rotational 
frequency of the grid 
can serve as early-
warning precursors for 
instability and 
blackouts.

Cotilla Sanchez et al (2012)



What We Don’t Really Understand: 
The Nature of Propagation
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One of the worst power grid 
failures in the Western US 
started right here. Based on 
what you have learned about 
networks, how do you think it 
propagated through the 
system?



What We Don’t Really Understand: 
The Nature of Propagation
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What We Don’t Really Understand: 
The Nature of Propagation
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We Know that Propagation is More 
than Topology
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Wang and Rong (2009)

Buldyrev, et al (2010)



How Much More Than Topology?
• Where in the grid are initiating events likely to turn 

into large cascades?

• How do we model propagation of those cascades? 

• These are big questions that require creative 
thinking.
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Identifying Critical Elements: 
Conventional Thinking

• Where in the grid are initiating events likely to 
turn into large cascades?

• Standard engineering approach (“N-k analysis”):

1. Define a set of k simultaneous outages, from a set of N
network elements.

2. Simulate cascading under each set. This requires 
N!/(k!(N-k)!) simulations.

3. Performing N – 3 analysis on a realistic power grid 
(N=104 elements) would thus require 1011 simulations.
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Identifying Critical Elements: More 
Creative Thinking

• A “Random Chemistry” Simulator 
for identifying large N-k 
contingencies (Eppstein/Hines)

• Borrow from the theory of catalytic 
reactions (Kauffman, 1996)

1. Identify a large set of random 
outages that yields a cascading 
failure.

2. Stochastically reduce this set by 
some fractional amount, and save 
combinations that result in 
cascading failure.

3. Prune this reduced set until a 
minimal N – k event is identified.

4. This process requires O(log(N))
simulations.
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Power Grids Do Have Critical 
Elements
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Eppstein and Hines (2012)



Rethinking Propagation and 
Topology
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Let’s forget about network 
structure, or even 
topology. Reverse the 
question: Suppose that 
there were a network 
structure under which 
disturbances would 
propagate in a way that 
we think we understand. 
What would such a 
network look like?



Influence Graph Construction
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An “influence graph” 
(Asavathiratham, et al., 
2001) builds connections 
between network 
elements based on 
modeled, simulated, or 
realized local and non-
local effects of 
disturbances.

Dobson, et al (2017)



Influence Graph Construction
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1. Generate some 
exogenous failures.

2. Observe the likelihood 
with which a failure at 
node j produces a 
failure at node k.

3. Use these 
distributions to build 
parent/child failure 
relationships



A Simple Influence Graph
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• “Nodes” in the influence 
graph are branches from 
the original topology.

• Branch weights 
represent the conditional 
probabilities of child 
outages, given a parent 
outage.

• Node weights (l)
indicate propagation 
likelihoods.



Influence Graph (Left) vs. Physical 
Topology (Right)
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Summary
• The power grid is an excellent example of a complex socio-

technical system whose behavior emerges from the 
interaction of a large number of engineered, social and 
economic parts. (More on the social part tomorrow.)

• Many tools from complex systems have not proven helpful in 
analyzing behavior on the power grid. The propagation of 
blackouts is an excellent example.

• We looked at a couple of approaches to this problem 
(random chemistry and influence graphs) that are examples 
of the kinds of creative thinking that are needed. 

• Random chemistry and influence graphs are cool – but both 
are in a sense bootstrapping techniques. First-principles 
models to capture blackout propagation still elude us.
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Questions?

Seth Blumsack: blumsack@psu.edu



The Power Grid and Complexity 
Science, Part 2: The Social Side of 

Electrons
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26 June 2018



“Look, dear. I'm 
just one little 

consumer. How 
can I fight a 

utility?”

Power, 1937 http://newdeal.feri.org/power/pwr1-15.htm



Some goals for this hour
• Describe a particular kind of stakeholder engagement 

that is used in developing rules for power grid planning, 
operations and markets.

• Show how some network tools that you have seen at 
CSSS can be used to say something meaningful about 
who does and does not have political power in making 
the rules for the power grid. 

• Provide an example of how qualitative and quantitative 
complexity research can be complementary.

• Hope that you continue to stay awake.
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The Complexity of Power Grid 
“Governance”



NSF/Sloan Center Studying 
Stakeholder Processes

RTO$Staff$
44%$

State$Policy$Maker$
13%$

Transmission$Owner$
10%$

NGOs$
13%$

Renewable$Generator$
3%$

Others$
17%$

Review	of	documents	and	
observation	of	meetings

Semi-structured	interviews	
with	stakeholders

70+	interviews	in	PJM/MISO	/CAISO	



Federal Energy Regulatory Commission • Market Oversight • www.ferc.gov/oversight 

North American Regional Transmission Organizations 

Source: Created in Energy Velocity Updated: July 14, 2014 



What Kind of Organizations are RTOs?
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Droop
controlInertia

1/10 sec 1 sec

Auto.
Gen.

Control

10 sec

Load
following

Minutes

Hourly
Markets

OPF

Hours

Unit
Commit-

ment

Days Months

Seasonal
Planning

Years

Investment
planning.
Policy.

• RTOs are responsible for grid reliability (no blackouts) 
but they own no physical assets. 

• They generally rely on market mechanisms.
• The rules for markets and planning are devised via a 

highly stakeholder-driven process.



What Kind of Organizations are RTOs?
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Droop
controlInertia

1/10 sec 1 sec

Auto.
Gen.

Control

10 sec

Load
following

Minutes

Hourly
Markets
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Hours

Unit
Commit-

ment

Days Months

Seasonal
Planning

Years

Investment
planning.
Policy.

Rules that are determined
by “stakeholders” and 
approved by regulators.

Affect how the power grid 
operates over many temporal 
orders of magnitude

These outcomes and a changing 
policy environment create 
economic winners and losers, 
which influences future rules 
determined by “stakeholders”
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North American Regional Transmission Organizations 

Source: Created in Energy Velocity Updated: July 14, 2014 



Making the Rules = Blood Sport

58

But the rules (and who makes 
them) matters a lot!



Stakeholder Processes



Stakeholder Decision Structure
• Stakeholders must identify with one specific 

industry sector:

1.Generation owner (GO)
2.Transmission owner (TO)
3.Electric distributor (ED)
4.End-use customer (EUC): Large 

industrial retail customers and state 
offices of consumer advocates 

5.Other supplier (OS): a member that 
is engaged in any PJM market and 
does not qualify for the other sectors



Stakeholder Decision Structure
• Decisions on market/planning rules are made using 

a sector weighted voting process.



“The Plural of Anecdote is 
Data”

• The interviews were designed to elicit perceptions about 
three different RTO stakeholder processes from those 
participating in the processes themselves.

• Perceptions are not data. (And since we were running 
in-depth interviews, the N wasn’t all that big.) So we 
weren’t running regressions or simulations on 
“perceptions.”

• We did have some detailed voting data, but we weren’t 
really sure what to do with it.

• If we view perceptions as hypotheses about how 
stakeholder driven systems behave, we can use data 
to test those hypotheses and construct formal 
models of these stakeholder processes.



From Anecdote to Simulation

Qualitative	perceptions	gleaned	
through	interviews… …give	us	perspective	and	ideas	

on	how	to	 look	at	data…

…and	ideas	on	how	
to	formulate	and	
test	empirical	
models…

70% 

75% 

80% 

85% 

90% 

95% 

100% 

20,000	 20,200	 20,400	 20,600	 20,800	 21,000	 21,200	 21,400	
Thousands

10%	decrease	
in	CONE

5%	decrease	
in	CONE

2%	decrease	
in	CONE

Original

2%	increase	in	
CONE

5%	increase	in	
CONE

10%	increase	
in	CONE

Package	13 Package	12 Package	11 Status	Quo

Market	
Revenue

Ranked-Choice	voting	outcome		

Borda Count	voting	outcome		

…which	we	can	then	use	to	run	
counterfactual	simulations.



Who Has Power to Make the Rules?
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“The	problem	that	some	people	find	is	that	one	side	can	
stymy	the	other. You	have	generation,	transmission,	load,	
and	so	on. Generation’s	always	worried	that	load	can	stop	
them	from	doing	things. Load	is	worried	about	generation.”
-- PJM	Employee

“What	you	actually	find	now	is	the	load	interest,	
where	it	used	to	be	they	had	about	50	percent	of	
the	vote,	they	now	have	65	percent	of	the	vote.”

-- Power	Plant	Owner	

“The	process	is	tilted	towards	the	supplier	side”
-- Consumer	advocate	



Constructing a Voting Network
• 28 votes from 2011 to 2015, on a wide variety of 

electricity market issues

• 147 voters total

• Information on voters: company sector, line of business, 
net buyer or seller, size of assets, voting records 



Generation owner

Transmission owner

Other supplier
Electric Distributor

End Use Customer
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Retail Energy Supplier

Transmission Owner

Unspecified

Electric Distribution Utility

Curtailment Service Provider

Generation

Financial Trader
End Use Customer

Muni/Co-op

Power marketer

Consultant



Other 
Supplier

Electric Distribution 
Utility

End Use 
Customer

Generation Owner

Transmission 
Owner



Voting Network Inference
• Clustering on the voting network reveals that in the PJM 

system, electricity consumers have more political power 
than electricity suppliers (they have a stronger coalition).

• In the case of some contentious issues (such as how 
renewable energy should get compensated on the grid), 
a small number of swing voters have effectively decided 
which rule changes are adopted and which are not.

• Who are these swing voters? We can use information 
from the voting network structure to identify them.



Who Are Swing Voters?
• In a voting network with repeated interactions over 

a variety of issues, we expect swing voters to have:

• High node degree (because they vote with different 
coalitions on different issues);

• High mixing parameter (for the same reason, so 
they vote across communities);

• High node centrality (because they are more likely 
to connect stakeholders from different communities)





The stakeholders in 
the tail have 
atypically large 
degree in the voting
network but very low 
weighted degree



Table 8. Top fifteen voters in the PJM voting network based on node degree, betweenness centrality and 
mixing parameter. The figures in the % column represent the frequency with which each voter voted 
with the consumer coalition on contentious rule changes in PJM. 

Degree % Betweenness Centrality % Mixing parameter % 

Brookfield Energy 
Marketing LP 38% Brookfield Energy 

Marketing LP 38% Direct Energy Business, 
LLC 50% 

Potomac Electric Power 
Company 40% Potomac Electric Power 

Company 40% Enerwise Global 
Technologies, Inc 33% 

PBF Power Marketing 
LLC 40% PBF Power Marketing 

LLC 40% MidAtlantic Power 
Partners, LLC 50% 

Enerwise Global 
Technologies, Inc 33% TransCanada Power 

Marketing Ltd 25% Iron Mountain 
Generation LLC 33% 

Direct Energy Business, 
LLC 50% Central Virginia Electric 

Cooperative 100% West Deptford Energy, 
LLC 33% 

Iron Mountain Generation 
LLC 33% Virginia Electric & 

Power Company 0% Black Oak Energy, LLC 50% 

Central Virginia Electric 
Cooperative 100% Energy Consulting 

Services, LLC 100% Apple Group, LLC 33% 

West Deptford Energy, 
LLC 33% Invenergy LLC 0% Dyon, LLC 33% 

Apple Group, LLC 33% Enerwise Global 
Technologies, Inc 33% E Minus LLC 33% 

Dyon, LLC 33% Direct Energy Business, 
LLC 50% Great Bay Energy I, 

LLC 33% 

E Minus LLC 33% Galt Power Inc 100% Hexis Energy Trading, 
LLC 33% 

Great Bay Energy I, LLC 33% Borough of Lavallette, 
New Jersey 100% Mac Trading, Inc 33% 

Hexis Energy Trading, 
LLC 33% 

The Trustees of the 
University of 
Pennsylvania 

100% Monterey MA, LLC 33% 

Mac Trading, Inc 33% Borough of Madison, 
New Jersey 100% Pure Energy, Inc 33% 

Monterey MA, LLC 33% Borough of Milltown, 
New Jersey 100% BJ Energy, LLC 33% 

	



Summary
• Rules for the power grid can create and destroy value 

for different technologies. In many jurisdictions these 
rules are made not by philosopher-king technocrats but 
through a deliberative “stakeholder process.”

• Voting data from this process can tell us who has 
political power to influence how the rules are made. 

• In PJM, large electricity consumers (heavy industry, 
utilities) have more political sway than do electricity 
suppliers (power generation companies).

• Network data can identify “swing” voters that tend to 
decide very contentious issues. In PJM, these tend to be 
hedge funds, banks and other stakeholders without 
major physical investments in the system.



The Science of Complex 
Power Grids

75

Measurement*
(Direct*and*
Latent)*

Innova5on*and*
Implementa5on*

Ins5tu5onal*and*
Physical*

Architecture*

Transdisciplinary Needs
Not just an engineering problem

Creative Thinking
Bring the spirit of complexity 
science…but many of the 
models can stay at home

Not Just the Grid
Couplings with other physical, 
natural and social 
infrastructure



Questions?

Seth Blumsack: blumsack@psu.edu


